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On a chilly afternoon in late February, I set out on snowshoes at Northfield Mountain
with the goal of just seeing how the conditions were and getting a little exercise for the day.
The trails weren’t groomed this year due to the pandemic so there’s been no charge and very
few other people around most times I’ve gone. This time there were only six cars parked in
the spacious lot. After following others’ tracks up the Hidden Quarry and Porcupine trails, the
signs of fellow people out there diminished until all I saw were a few sets of Nordic ski tracks
along the access road. I tromped through light powder alongside the tracks to the top of the
mountain where the snow-covered reservoir gave me that vaguely sinister feeling that it
sometimes does (somehow it just feels… unnatural up there). The sun felt good, though, and
the exertion from climbing kept me just warm enough. With sunset approaching, I looked for
a good return route, and found one. Descending the Bobcat and West Slope trails, gravity did
its thing and tugged me into a run. Boisterous puffs of snow kicked up around me as I leapjogged down numerous fun little drops and flung myself around twisty turns. Late-light sun
filtered through the tree trunks, but the day felt fresh... and I looked forward to the future.
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From the Editor

Running through the ‘Rona, Year Two
The traditional New Year’s Day races (Sawmill River Run,
Gordy’s First Run, etc.) were cancelled due to COVID-19 this
year, but SMAC rang in the new year early with a virtual version of its Annual Meeting on January 3. Club president Dawn
Montague ensured smooth sailing with calm and efficient
welcome / opening remarks, and then the new club Treasurer
David Theoharides (taking the reins from longtime Board
member David Martula) presented the club’s financial report. Then, after a slight shuffling of SMAC Board members,
the main event began. UMASS researcher/speedster Wouter
Hoogkamer gave a terrific talk about new developments in
footwear for fast runners. For more, see the article on p. 11.
This issue of the Sun features member profiles from Shelburne Falls residents James Callaway and Roma Estevez, two
new race series notices (the Turnaround 5K in Montague and
a temporary version of the Grant’s weekly summer 5K XC races in Northampton), and also a song by Sue Grant. Rebecca
Groveman writes about running a PR half marathon during
the era of social distancing, Kristin Loiko offers her timely
thoughts about running safely out there, John Stifler examines the oh-so-pertinent-to-this-publication topic of writing
about running, and Ben Bensen shares a reminiscence about
being a little bit late for the Dan Barry race back in 2000.
Back in the late ‘90s there seemed to be a “thing” in the
film industry where movie themes came in pairs each year.
Think Volcano and Dante’s Peak (lava). Antz and A Bug’s Life
(ants). Deep Impact and Armageddon (comets). Shrek and

Monsters, Inc. (lovable ogres?). Sometimes it may have been
coincidental, but most of it probably had to do with rival studios trying to one-up each other. I mention this because for
this issue there wasn’t supposed to be a theme, but somehow we ended up with TWO cartoons involving the inclusion
of cats in our running workouts, not to mention photos in a
different article. Bryant Johnson and Jeannie LaPierre, you
guys are amazing. And as a cat person myself, I fully approve.
Dog people: you’re on deck, OK? (Woof.)

That’s not it for cats in this issue, though. Amy Rusiecki
managed to sneak their two housecats into her impressive
trip-down-recent-memory-lane, “Quar Year”-in-review photo
essay. Our cat got a bit jealous when he saw the photo, but
then he took a nap and forgot about it. I half expect him to
have inserted a photo of himself behind my back, though.
Anyway, there’s all that plus new
bloopers, SMAC Gear, Flash SMAC, a
parting shot, and more. As ever, we continue to be extremely lucky that our feisty
little running club features so many talented and generous writers, artists, and creators of all kinds. Not once have I had to
bust out the little “Mini” label that I’ve
preemptively had at the ready to put as a
prefix before “Sun” on the cover in case
there’s ever too little content. Thanks, everyone, and please keep it comin’.
-Ben

hello, I iz Ben’s cat. Plz
send sushi-grade tuna.

The Sugarloaf SUN (2021, Issue #2)
is a publication of the Sugarloaf Mountain
Athletic Club (SMAC) and is produced by, for, and
with the considerable help of its members.

Ben Kimball, Editor
Greenfield, MA 01301
(603) 491-1839
alpinefin [at] comcast.net
Please submit your written work or pictures,
and feel free to send along any comments or questions.
Special thanks to Jennifer Garrett for proofing assistance.
Masthead and SMAC logo design by Amy Schmidt Bowse.
For more about the club and for membership information,
please visit our website at: www.sugarloafmountainathletic.org
Publication date: March 1, 2021
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SMAC Magnets!!!
SMAC magnets were sent to all current members at
the end of 2020. We loved Amy Schmidt Bowse’s
final design (left), but thought you might want to see
the draft of an alternate version as well.
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Runner’s Illustrated

Original Artwork by Bryant Johnson

Racing the Roomba

Bryant is a SMAC member from Easthampton. (e-mail)
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SMAC Racing
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Member Profile

SMAC Member Profile
Name: Roma Estevez
Age: 54
Town: Buckland

Job: I’m a psychiatric mental health nurse practitioner in a
substance abuse treatment facility in Cummington, and I
have a small private practice where I run, walk, and hike
with therapy and medication management clients.
Where are you from originally, and (if not from here) what
brought you to this area? I’m from all over—I grew up in
England, lived in New York and Miami, and spent ten years
in San Francisco before moving to western Massachusetts.
Runner since: I thought running was a punishment from
Ronald Reagan in high school when I failed the 12-minute
mile every year for the Presidential Fitness Test. By 20, I
figured out that I could be slow and actually enjoy it.
Personal Records? Personal records for me don’t involve
time (see above); they do involve distances, destinations, and
companionship. In 2017, I met Mirna Valerio (“The Mirnavator”) and learned about trail running and fell in love with it in
the mountains of North Carolina. Running with her informed
my personal philosophy about being an athlete. In 2019, I had
the opportunity to run The Whalers Great Route Ultra Trail
Race in the Azores where I met a personal hero, Gene Dykes.
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):
The Whalers Great Route Ultra Trail Race was remarkable for
many reasons. It was my longest run to date (25K) with 4K of
elevation. It was the most beautiful course I have ever experienced, with varied terrain, running over ten volcanoes with
island vistas, and ending on a black sand beach.

Favorite distance to race/run: Half marathon
Favorite author/book: Two books: Mirna Valerio’s Beautiful
Work in Progress changed my running immensely! She taught
me I am an athlete, and that’s been radical. Christopher MacDougal’s Born to Run continues to inspire me. In 2019, I had
the opportunity to run in Mexico’s Copper Canyons. There I
met and ran with Silvino Cubasare, one of the Tarahumara
runners Chris MacDougal writes about in the book. It was a
once in a lifetime opportunity that I will never forget.
Interests (besides running, of course!): The pursuit of mental
health has been a personal and professional interest for most
of my life. I also love knitting, growing flowers, and reading.
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James Callaway, Silvino Cubesari, and Roma Estevez in Mexico.
Top songs on your running playlist (or favorite music): I prefer to listen to books when I run, if I listen to anything. A few
years ago, I started to train myself to go without music when
races started banning headphones. I found that I often prefer
the solitude of my feet hitting the ground and my breath and
hearing the birds. I found that without distraction, running is
very meditative. If I’m struggling, sometimes music is a good
distraction and I prefer Al Green, James Brown, David Bowie,
Aimee Mann, Destroyer, and Beirut, to name a few.
Secret ambition: My not-so-secret ambition is to spread the
word about running therapy.
Recent memorable moment while running? After a long day
of trail running in the beautiful mountains of the Copper Canyon, Tarahumara runner Silvino Cubesari and his family hosted a group of us for dinner at his house. It was easily one of
most amazing days and I am so grateful for the experience. It
reminds me that running has brought so many gifts to my life
and changed my perspective in many ways.
Secret tips or good advice? Listen to your body – pain is a
message and should be attended to.
Training partners? My husband James Callaway has been an
inspiration and support for me since we met and started running together 13 years ago. When I was consistently running
10K distance he told me I could run a half-marathon. I didn’t
believe him at first, but he was right. My neighbor Catie has
been a consistent running partner here in the hilltowns. And
[Continued next page]
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Member Profile
[Roma Estevez profile, continued from previous page]

my personal trainer, Sara Heminger (Hemi Strong) has singlehandedly helped me become a stronger runner with carefully
tailored weight workouts. She was instrumental in my goal to
finish the 25K trail race in the Azores and manage the elevation there.
Cross training activities? Strength training has changed my
running substantially. Nothing like weighted squats to get you
up a steep hill.
Favorite local running route? Highland Park in Greenfield has
been a favorite for over a decade. I also love the MahicanMohawk Trail in Shelburne Falls. Heading out my door to run
the hills of Buckland and the beautiful town of Shelburne
Falls never gets old.
Favorite piece of running gear: I don’t have any fancy gear
and that’s one of the things I love about running.
What was the last running event you participated in? Bermuda Triangle Run, 20 miles over three days before the pandemic hit full force.
What is your favorite race? The Mount Desert Island Half
was stunning, and one I’d love to run again. The Avenue of
the Giants in Humboldt Redwoods State Park in California
was also breathtaking; running through those trees with ferns
bigger than me was fantastic and primal. Bridge of Flowers is
my favorite local race; I love the crowd support with bagpipes
and Peruvian flute at different spots along the way.
Favorite non-running activity: Knitting and eating provide an
excellent balance for running.
Last movie you watched (and what you thought): The Bee
Gees documentary was fantastic!
Last concert you went to / favorite band: I tag along to Dylan
shows with my husband, and seeing him in 2019 in New
Hampshire was probably the last one. Lately, I’ve been listening to a lot of Spoon and would love to see them live one day.

What does your daily workout consist of? I try to get on my
treadmill and spin bike daily, if only for my mental health. I
also started strength training seriously about three years ago
and do that twice a week.

Favorite recovery drink: Water
Article of clothing you own way too many of: Running tights
and sports bras
Best advice you ever got: Mirna Velerio taught me that runners don’t have to be thin, and that has taken me far in my
running ambitions. Gene Dykes told me that he tries to “run
fast on the roads and far on the trails.” Love that!
Personal goal for 2021: I’d like to run my next half soon but
have never actually run that far without a race.
Why did you join SMAC? I wanted to support the mission of
SMAC.

If you could run with anyone, who would be the person?
Where would you run? Jameelah Abdul-Rahim Muujaahid is
an incredible ultrarunner; I was fortunate to hear speak on a
trail-running retreat. She’s been an inspiration ever since and
I’d love to run with her sometime.
What else should the club know about you? The research on
running as a therapeutic intervention is burgeoning, and I
believe that in the next decade or so we’ll hear more about
the benefits for brain and mental health. I know in my own
life that running has been the single greatest intervention for
my depression and anxiety and that’s what has inspired me
to start a running therapy practice. I have found that for
some patients, getting out of the office and into the sunshine,
fresh air, and nature, and moving our bodies together, has
been highly beneficial.
*****
If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming
SMAC member profile, please contact us at
alpinefin [at] comcast.net.

SMAC’s Turnround 5K — Week 1 Results
Racers who braved the slippery snow at the inaugural event:

Ever been injured? How did it happen? Never been seriously
injured working out and plan to keep it that way.
What is your diet like? I try to follow an anti-inflammatory
diet for my mental health and cut out sugar and flour a few
years ago.
Favorite food: Too many to choose just one; I love cheese
and fruit.
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SMAC Member Profile
Name: James Callaway
Age: 58
Town: Buckland

Favorite local running route? Around the block (Bray loop)
Favorite season to run in? Hot or cold? Time of day? How
come? Fall; I definitely prefer cooler weather. Mid-morning is
my favorite, but I often don’t make it out until late afternoon.
Favorite piece of running gear: Hydration Pack

Job: Massage Therapist & Student (Physical Therapy)
Where are you from originally, and (if not from here) what
brought you to this area? Southern California. I came out
here about 25 years ago for a school for my kids (Waldorf)
and a job I was offered.
Runner since: I ran in High School (’76-’80) and off and on
through my 20s and 30s, but I started running regularly when
I turned 40, eighteen years ago.
Personal Records? 19:18 5K; 1:30 half marathon; 3:14 marathon; 12:12 50-miler
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):
Giving away my Marine Corps Marathon medal to a girl on
the train who had just finished her first marathon but didn’t
get a medal because they ran out.

Local running and/or SMAC “claim to fame”: Old guy on
Bray. Plus, I guess I’m known for running a lot of hills. I
climbed 100,000’ last June in a Strava competition with a
friend.
Favorite distance to race/run: 10-15 miles; my favorite race
distance, so far, is probably 50 miles.
Favorite place to run: In the mountains; I love the Mountain
West and the Rockies.

What was the last running event you participated in? Sri’s
New Year’s Day Race
What is your favorite race? Boston
Favorite non-running activity: Skiing, although I hardly ever
go anymore.
Last movie you watched (and what you thought): BeeGees
documentary. I was never a big fan, but the movie was great.
Last concert you went to / favorite band: Dylan
What does your daily workout consist of? I try to do at least
3 miles but prefer 5-8.
Ever been injured? How did it happen? Lots of minor things,
achilles issues, hamstring, plantar fasciitis. Nothing major,
sometimes it feels like whack-a-mole.

What is your diet like? Pretty good; we cook mainly at home,
especially these days. Probably too many carbs though.
Favorite food: Tacos & burritos
Favorite recovery drink: Probably coffee with a muffin or
something to go with it. Or a beer for a later run.
Article of clothing you own way too many of: Race shirts,
especially Pisgah

Favorite running book/film? Running Rewired by Jay Dicharry

Best advice you ever got: Lose 20 pounds. I probably need to
do it again.

Favorite TV Show: I don’t really watch enough to have a favorite.

Personal goal for 2021? (or “this season”): Copper Canyons
Marathon in October

Interests (besides running): Baking and cooking, gardening

Why did you join SMAC? It’s a great and diverse group, and I
knew a lot of the runners already, so I might as well be a part
of it.

Top songs on your running playlist (or favorite music):
I listen to a lot of Dylan.
Greatest adventure: Running trip to the Copper Canyons
Secret ambition: Retire in Mexico
Secret tips or good advice? Consistency. Pretty boring, but it
works.
Training partners? CW Leach
Cross training activities? Weight training, twice/week
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If you could run with anyone, who would be the person?
Where would you run? My Wife, probably in Little Cottonwood Canyon in Utah.
*****
If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming
SMAC member profile, please contact us at
alpinefin [at] comcast.net.
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Race Report

Quarantine PR
by Becca Groveman
This is a success story, and the story of a PR in the time of
quarantine. Full disclosure: I am probably slower than you.
But as the very wise Brenda Fortin told me a little while ago,
“a mile is a mile,” and I know she’s right, so here we go!
I’ve always been a little bit… goal oriented. With no races
on the horizon in 2020, I found my oomph—and therefore
also my mileage—to be a little lacking. Thankfully, my dear
friend Liz (who is entirely responsible for me catching the
running bug at all) said to our friend Tony and me in August:
“oh, and we’re going to run a half marathon in November.”
Oh, crap.
But I love a challenge. Tony’s always down for an adventure, too, and Liz knows us well enough to present it as fact,
which helps.
How much do I love a challenge? I ran a 5K in 2016, but I
really started running in 2017, which was also the year I ran
my first ever half marathon. I followed my first half marathon
with a second half marathon, 3 weeks later. (Not smart for a
newish runner. I ended up limping the last 3 miles of the second one because my hip had locked up. Oops.)

Anyway, until now I’d run three half marathons, all in
2017/2018, and my best time of those was a 2:20:38 finish. I
knew for this half marathon I wanted to beat that, and I knew
also that while I haven’t seen much in the way of speed/pace
gains in the last few years, I have gotten a lot more consistent. Even so, I wasn’t kicking my own ass enough, so I decided to use one of the Garmin Coach training plans, and I set
my goal for a 2:18 finish.
After about a month, the training was going fine,
and the easy runs felt a little bit too easy. I was feeling
confident that I’d be able to meet my goal! I talked on
the phone with another amazing runner (I am so lucky
to have all these incredible runners in my life to look
up to!), and she told me that if I felt confident in my
goal, then my goal wasn’t hard enough. She told me I
should aim for something scary and a little out of
reach. She suggested I aim for a 2:10 finish.

Before I knew it we hit the week, and then the morning,
of the race. I’d been feeling like my pacing wasn’t fast enough
in training runs, and I worried that I wouldn’t be able to draw
on “race magic” without a “real” race, but I sure felt those
race-day jitters when I woke up! I packed a few bibs from previous races so that the three of us could really lean into that
“we’re running a race” feeling. The actual course was a secret
that Liz was guarding diligently, so all Tony and I knew ahead
of time was that it was a point-to-point and that we were
meeting at Bittersweet Bakery in Deerfield. From there, we’d
take one car (masked, of course) to our starting point, which
turned out to be the Tractor Supply store in Greenfield.

“2:10 felt really scary, but also really
exciting. I felt like I had a fire under me;
I was determined to reach for it even
though it might be out of my grasp...”
The course was gorgeous. Rolling hills, beautiful scenery,
and all the big climbs were in the first few miles. We followed
Lower Road from Greenfield to Deerfield, past farmland and
mountain views. I wish I’d taken pictures, but I was busy.
You know that feeling when you can feel your training at
play and the miles pass and you just feel like you’re flying?
That’s how it felt. When we started, I thought, “It’s OK, I’m
not too far behind” (and in fact, my first mile was my slowest!) (see stats on the next page), but that slowly transitioned
into, “I might actually make my goal!”
[Continued next page]

2:10 felt really scary, but also really exciting. I felt
like I had a fire under me; I was determined to reach
for it even though it might be out of my grasp.
I adjusted my training goal and then kept following the plan. The runs got harder, and I didn’t always
make the pace goals, especially on subsequent repeats, but it still felt good, if hard.
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The masked trio of Tony, Liz, and Becca: quarantine finishers.
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Race Report
[Quarantine PR, continued from previous page]
start

By the time we ran through Historic Deerfield I don’t
think I could have kept the smile off my face if I tried. I realized I was close to my 2:10 goal. I sped up a little bit more. I
wasn’t going to make it. I sped up a little more. My watch
buzzed; 13.1. I finished in 2:11:30. I didn’t hit my 2:10 goal,
but I did finish a full 9 minutes faster than my previous PR.
At the finish, Liz’s husband and our friend Abby were
there with medals for Tony and me (Liz said she didn’t need
one since she was the “race director”). I was just about
floating above the ground; I’ve never been so proud. Before
this “race,” I’d kind of made my peace with my pace. But really pushing myself and training for this, and then seeing the
very tangible results, showed me that I really can make pace
progress, and even PR, if I train right.
I’m not sure what’s next for me. But I think I’ve got an
under 1-hour 10K on my horizon. Wish me luck!
*****
Becca is a SMAC member from Easthampton. (email)

finish

Pace per mile stats, plus elevation chart.

The course started at Tractor Supply in Greenfield
and ended just south of Old Deerfield Village.

This Issue’s Running Blooper
by Jennifer Garrett
During my first crack at marathon training, I spent a lot of time running loops on the beautiful roads of Montague Center. Repeated loops, concentric loops, forward and reverse loops. So many loops. I always parked at the Post Office (right
next to the house I lived in 20 years ago). Anyway, on a chilly April Sunday, when I was about 16 miles into my long run, I
found my hand-held water bottle feeling a wee bit heavy. I had about three miles to go on what was, at that time, my longest run ever ... and I was only just barely going to make it (due to fatigue and bad ankle pain). So you know that gorgeous
old barn on Meadow Road? The one you pass near mile 3 of the Sawmill race? Well, I stashed my handheld down there
with plans to drive by and get it on my way home. Finishing the 19 miles, I limped to my car at the Post Office, damp, cold,
and exhausted. Only then did I remember that I had been carrying my car key ... in the pocket of the handheld.
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The Running Life

The Friendly Gesture of Protection
by Kristin Loiko
Those who have ever crossed paths with me while I’m
on a run would probably describe me as a pretty friendly person. I try to make eye contact, to smile (even under a Buff
during these times of extra COVID precautions), and to toss
up a hand in an acknowledging wave. Yes, I am friendly, and
yes, I love doing what I can to build a sense of community,
but to be clear those are not my strongest intentions in doing
what I do. These measures are overwhelmingly motivated by
self-preservation.

tion is simple: I want people to notice my presence. If I am
ever attacked, abducted, etc., I want people to be able to recall when or where they last saw me. Think about that: I routinely run with such a fear of being attacked on trails that I
intentionally put additional efforts into having others recognize me enough that they could remember seeing me. I know
that the actual potential for me being attacked is small, but
even a 1% chance is too high for my liking. And before you
question whether my friendliness could potentially lead to a
greater risk of attack, I’ll counter with this: in her article
“Women’s Guide to Safety While Trail Running,” Jennilyn
Eaton reported that “rapists generally don’t want a woman
who will cause a lot of disturbance and trouble” (Trail and
Ultra Running online magazine). Victims are often those who
are isolated and seem oblivious of their surroundings. By acknowledging the presence of others, I’m trying to send the
message that I am absolutely aware
of what is going on around me.

When I am running on the roads, I am also running
against traffic. More specifically, my 100-and-somethingpound body is a mere foot, sometimes inches, from 1.4-ton
hunks of metal that are hurtling by me. I smile and wave at
drivers because if they wave back, I know they’ve seen me. I
know the chances of them hitting me because they are too
engrossed in their phones are significantly reduced. I do this because
I’ve had too many close calls. Just
“I intentionally put additional
one brushback with a car that sends
Do my female running friends have
you sprawling into the bushes is
similar thoughts? Undoubtedly, yes.
efforts into having others recenough to leave a major impact. In
That’s why we run in groups, carry
ognize me enough that they
2016, RoadID reported that “about
pepper spray and cell phones, leave
122,000 runners get hit by cars and
detailed plans of our intended start/
could remember seeing me.”
end up in the hospital every year.
finish times and routes, and stick to
This doesn’t take into account runrunning during the day.
ners who are hit and escape with minor injuries that don’t
Do my male running friends share similar worries? Not
require a trip to the hospital” (crawfordlegal.com). I wave to
nearly to the same extent, according to a 2018 iRunFar suracknowledge drivers and to avoid unnecessary trips to medivey. Out of a survey that included participation of 5301 trail
cal facilities.
runners, 52% of men said they were “never” concerned with
My intentional acknowledgement of those around me
being attacked or assaulted while trail running. Only 14% of
spills over onto the trails as well. When I run trails alone, it is
surveyed females felt the same way. On the opposite end of
always during the day and always with some sort of plan. A
the spectrum, while almost 13% of females “always” felt
big part of that plan is to defensively make sure others have
threatened, only 1% of males concurred.
noticed my presence. Most females will understand this. The
So I wave to encourage connection between individuals in
risk of us getting harassed or assaulted while on a solo run is
a time when our country feels so divided, I smile to encourmuch higher for women than men. In her 2017 Runner’s
age others to move their bodies to healthy ways, and I look
World article (“Running While Female”), Michelle Hamilton
people directly in the eye to send a message that I am here
states that “43 percent of women at least sometimes experiand I am aware.
ence harassment on the run” which is a sharp contrast to
“just 4 percent of men.”
*****
So then why would I be friendly?
My gestures aren’t overly outreaching. I don’t greet others as if I am a family’s Labrador retriever out to soak up the
pettings of all other trail visitors. I make eye contact, say hello, and give some sort of acknowledging gesture. My motiva-
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Kristin is a SMAC member from South Hadley. (email)
Editor’s Note: I was so happy to see this article submission.
Back in mid-2020 there was a Sun issue with a loose “Safety”
theme, and this makes an excellent follow-up addition to it.
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Annual Meeting

SMAC Annual Meeting (1/3/2021)
by Ben Kimball
At noon on Sunday, January 3, SMAC held its first-ever
virtual Annual Meeting (due, of course, to the ongoing Covid19 coronavirus pandemic). About 40 members signed in to
join the Zoom meeting at which the standard annual business
was conducted and guest speaker Wouter Hoogkamer presented an interesting talk on the cutting edge science of running footwear. For those who missed it, you can watch the
entire meeting (or just the presentation) in a surprisingly
pretty darn decent YouTube capture video of it here.

*******

Sugarloaf Mtn. Athletic Club’s 5K Cross-Country Time Trials
by Don and Sue Grant
SMAC 5K Time Trials start Tuesday, April 6th, from 5:30 p.m.
to 7:00 p.m., on the 5K X-C course near the Community
Gardens on Burts Pit Road in Northampton. They will continue weekly through the last Tuesday in August, 2021. If
COVID-19 restrictions are relaxed during this temporary
Time Trials schedule, we will then switch over to the traditional 5K X-C format (as enjoyed by thousands of runners in
the Valley for the past thirty-three years!).
Time Trials are self-timed events. Each participant is required to start and complete the course singly, while observing the 6-ft. distancing rule and wearing a mask.
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Participants are required to sign a waiver when they register for the Time Trial. Registration will be at the start/finish
line area. After completing the course, return to the registration area to give us your time. Participants are required
to wear a face mask while checking in, running the course,
and returning to submit their times. The event is free for
all. The Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club will post participants’ results on the website:
www.sugarloafmountainathletic.org
Contact Race Director Don Grant at (413) 584-7725 for any
further questions.
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Runner’s Illustrated

Original Artwork by Jeannie LaPierre

Training Partners

Jeannie is a SMAC member from North Granby, CT. (e-mail)

Throwback Time
This is as good a place as any to remind anyone who hasn’t seen it yet to check out Jeannie’s exemplary article in the SMAC
Origins issue from two years ago (see “What Gets You Through” in The Sugarloaf Sun, 2019 Issue #2). She’s a regular and
talented contributor to the newsletter, and a mighty strong athlete, and it was a real treat to get to see that peek back at
the start of her running career. At least check out that photo of her with her high-school cross-country team on p. 11. It’s
pretty powerful stuff, and I’m guessing probably far more consequential than she realized at the time. —BK
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Winter Running

The Frozen Jogger
by David Spalding (first seven verses) and Sue Grant (last seven verses)
As I ran out one evening, along the snowy street,

I said, These are not whiskers, my sweat all dripping down

A warmly-bundled woman I happened there to meet.

Froze into many icicles as I ran through the town.

(Chorus) She said, You are a jogger, for this I surely know

I said, I am your husband, and taking off my glove,

That no one but a jogger wears shorts at ten below.

I showed her a hand-warmer, the token of our love.
(Chorus)

My husband was a jogger, he was both thin and tall,

He jogged in spring and summer, in winter and in fall.

She fell into my arms and said, I know that you’re the one,
But why did you stay out so long, all on this wintry run?

He left for work one morning, the weather cold and clear,
He’d gone before I realized that he’d left his Gore-tex here.

I said, my dearest Catherine, I’ll tell you no lie,
Once I had covered fifteen miles I hit a runners’ high.

Ten times I phoned his office to see if he’d arrived,
His secretary told me she feared he’d not survived.

We went indoors together, into the nice warm house,

(Chorus)

And I thanked the Lord for giving me an understanding spouse.
(Chorus – last time!)

The weather turned still colder, to 45 below,
And somewhere still my husband was jogging in the snow.
Lyrics: David Spalding (first 7 verses) and Sue Grant (last 7 verses)

Each evening after sunset I listen for his feet,
And hope I’ll see my husband come jogging down the street.

Tune: The Frozen Logger (listen on YouTube)
(Johnny Cash ver.)
November 11, 2014

***

And now I take a look at you, as you have stopped to rest,

You look just like my husband in your reflective vest.
(Chorus)

But yet there is one difference, his beard was short and trim,
While you have long grey whiskers, I’m sure you can’t be him.

*****
Sue Grant is a SMAC member from Northampton.
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The Running Life

Tracking Our Running
by John Stifler
In September of 1978 I ran a 10K in Brattleboro. That
race was the secondary feature of the day, the main event
being the U.S. National 50-kilometer championship. The 50K
started first, so that the 10K could start and finish while the
longer race was going on and then we could all watch the
50K finish.
All I remember about the 10K was that I chased another
guy for the last mile and finally overtook him as we were
pounding down the driveway to the parking lot at Brattleboro
Union High School. I relaxed to cruise to the finish, whereupon he kicked furiously past me in the final ten yards. I had
things to learn about racing.

On the post-race refreshment table was a stack of magazines. I picked up a copy. It was the inaugural issue of a new
publication called, simply, The Runner. Among the articles
listed on the cover was “The Best Over-40 Runner in America,” and inside was a feature on Fritz Mueller, a lean, blondish guy in shorts and singlets, caught in mid-stride, next to
the words “Master Mueller.”
The article was about his accomplishments, and more
generally about highly competitive runners over 40. I subsequently learned that Fritz Mueller had won the masters’ division of the New York Marathon the previous autumn, but at
that moment the photo was all I knew about him.
I knew more a minute later. The first finisher in the
50K came into sight, striding down the driveway to
the parking lot finish area. Sure enough, looking
exactly like his picture, it was Fritz Mueller himself.
Consider the effect: I’m reading the guy’s history
while he is making it. He’s the star of the moment,
winning a national championship race (not just the
over-40 prize but the open division as well) at the
same moment when his image and story are laid
out on glossy pages that had been composed some
weeks earlier, and that I’m now holding in my hand.
Wallace Stevens (1879–1955) wrote a poem titled
“Not Ideas About the Thing but the Thing Itself”;
here, in Mueller and in the magazine story about
him, were the thing itself and the idea about it together, dimensions intersecting. The sport of running, the art of writing.
You know this combination. We run, for any number of reasons: fitness, competition, a need to get
away from the computer screen. But as Julius Caesar understood when he sent his account of the
Gallic war to the Senate in Rome, the activity isn’t
enough by itself; we need to record it and report it.
People who care about the sport like to read these
stories, revisit the events, learn about races they
didn’t already know about.

Premiere issue of The Runner magazine (October, 1978)
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That same fall I had joined SMAC, and then-editor
Jeff Lee was gracious enough to welcome me to
write pieces for the Sugarloaf Sun. That led to
writing a running column for the long since defunct
Amherst Morning Record. Two years later, I went
back to Brattleboro to run the 50K. A few months
[Continued next page]
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The Running Life
[Tracking Our Running, continued from previous page]

after that I ran a 50K in France and wrote about it. I sent queries to running magazines. The Runner published the France
story. I’ve told this one enough already.
But my story pales in comparison to another record of
physical accomplishment in southern France – the cave
paintings on the walls of the Grotte de Niaux, south of Toulouse. The best-known of these works of early art, somewhere between 11,000 and 17,000 years old, is a massive
bison with a couple of spears aimed at his flank. The hunters
brought home dinner for the village, and someone told the
story in charcoal on limestone. There’s a record.

bunch of Groton kids … have at last burned off their early
steam and settled into a purposeful, sporadically conversational pack. They remind me of depictions of prehistoric
hunting parties.”
The footsteps and the keystrokes combine, repeat each
other. Under a magnifying glass, the ripples of my fingerprints are like the ripples on the soles of the pair of New Balance shoes, the first real running shoes I ever wore, my freshman year in college. I was the twelfth runner on a 12-man
team. When we ran at Wesleyan that fall, the number one
runner for Wesleyan’s freshman was Amby Burfoot, who had
run on Kelley’s Fitch team and was already becoming famous.
By the time I finished, I think Amby was in the shower.
That was the fall of 1964, just after the Tokyo
Olympics. Billy Mills, of the Oglala Sioux tribe and
the U.S. Marines, had won the 10,000-meter gold
medal in a stunning upset. Wyomia Tyus had won
the Olympic 100 meters, duplicating the success
four years earlier of Wilma Rudolph, a local favorite in Nashville when I was in high school there.
The stories and images were rich.
Our senior year, spring of 1968, Amby won Boston. Later he became editor of Runner’s World.
The editor of The Runner was Marc Bloom, a 36minute 10K runner from Staten Island whose
training in high school included running sprints
and right-angle turns in the gym basement. Marc,
Amby, and I were born within a few months of
each other.

After The Runner closed in 1987, I wrote some
pieces for Runner’s World. These days, postAmby, that magazine seems more like a commerBison painting in the Salon Noir of the Cave of Niaux, southern France.
cial for products and high-entry-fee races, but
from my early subscription to RW I learned what
We track our accomplishments. We draw pictures, listen
the big races and racers were, and what kinds of times were
to tales. A Roman general writes Commentarii de Bello Galli- competitive at various levels.
co. A blind poet sings of our ten-year-long war with rivals
I liked reading the stories. About how the Western States
across the Aegean who abducted our queen. Steve Prefon100
was won; about how Alberto Salazar outkicked Dick
taine is Achilles. Joan Samuelson is Odysseus. Mary Slaney is
Beardsley in Boston 1982 and then had to be hooked into an
Helen of Troy. Haile Gebrselassie is Zeus.
I.V. for an hour before he could attend an awards ceremony;
Longtime readers of New England Runner may recognize about how Grete Waitz, whom no one in New York seemed
in that last paragraph the influence of the late John J. Kelley. to have heard of before she won her marathon debut there,
An English teacher and cross-country coach at Fitch High turned out to be already the women’s world record holder at
School in Groton, Connecticut, and 1957 Boston Marathon the 3000m and a European cross-country champion.
champion, John “the Younger” Kelley wrote his “Retro RunNew England Runner publishes race stories—not so many
ner” columns for years in NER, and he had an instinct for heroic, poetic analogies. In a passage from one of his columns, during the Covid seasons, but we can look forward to the
large Results section in their back pages again whenever the
describing his view of some of his pupils on a training run, he
wrote, “Now, on another golden autumn afternoon, another
[Continued next page]
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races can resurrect themselves. Editor Bob Fitzgerald
is outgoing, quick-witted, and astute in his observations. Publisher Michelle Lebrun is married to Fitz and
knows how to tell him when he’s out of his mind.
They go to races every weekend and know more people in New England running than probably any other
two human beings.
I miss John J. Kelley. It’s good to see the regular
NER column by Tom Derderian, the well-balanced
nutrition advice of Nancy Clark. They do more to motivate me than “10 Cushioned Running Shoes We’re
Loving Right Now” or “Our Latest Tested Gear,” the
first two titles that popped up this week when I visited the Runner’s World web pages.
Our newsletter is motivational too, and that’s a
natural fact of the relationship between writing and
running. As Tom Derderian has observed countless
times, athletes’ involvement with running once we’re
beyond school age depends greatly on the existence
of active clubs.
Detailed race stories mixed with articles about
training: Reading them, whether in a national magazine or in The Sugarloaf Sun, makes me feel how
we’re all part of an actual sport.
*****

Fritz Mueller, New York Marathon masters’ division winner.
(photo from the Oct. 1978 issue of The Runner)

John Stifler is a SMAC member from Florence. (e-mail)

P.S.
by John Stifler
Two weeks after that first 10K in Brattleboro, I ran my
first road race in Northampton, the Daily Hampshire
Gazette/YMCA 10K. Pushing up the second of the two big
hills in the third mile, I saw up ahead Don Grant, then the
president of Sugarloaf. “Hey, Don!” I called out, figuring I’d
catch up with him and we’d run together, or maybe I was
going to pass him.
Fat chance. Don was steady, rugged, and not about to
be overtaken. For the next three miles, I vainly pursued him
without closing the gap. Only after coming up the long
Nonotuck Street hill to the high school and then turning in
to Child’s Park did I manage to reach him.
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“Way to go, John!” said Don as I passed. I had first met
him only a week earlier, but I recognized in him an inspiring
club leader and great supporter of others. “Hey,” I managed to grunt. I turned onto Prospect, headed down it,
heard the times being called out at the finish – and some
vague intuition prompted me to glance back over my shoulder. Right: Don was hammering down the street right behind me, looking straight ahead, about to blast past me.
Recalling that guy in the Brattleboro race, I threw myself
over the line, ahead by a second, grateful to Don for a lesson about never giving up.
Stories.
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The Year in Photos (March, 2020 – March, 2021)
by Amy Rusiecki
I’ll be honest, this past year has been tough. At times, it
feels like the pandemic has been upon us forever and that
the end isn’t in sight yet (sounds like a few 100-mile races
I’ve done also!). Anyway, to help me wrap my head around
this, as well as reflect on this unique time, I put together this
“year in photos” to show what I have accomplished, review
the highlights (few as they might be), and remind myself that
it hasn’t even been a year (yet).

June 2020 – Observed National Running Day while also competing in Tom’s 7 Summits of Summer challenge with a cruise
up B-17. It was a hot day (notice how red my face was!!), but
Kristin Loiko and I still celebrated the day and the miles.
March 2020 – Traveled to Virginia to get in a race in before
COVID locked us down! It was the last time that I traveled.

May 2020 – Without the annual race as motivation, I still got
out to enjoy the Seven Sisters with a few of my trail running
sisters (pictured with Cortney Berling, Elena Betke-Brunswick,
and Rachel Cook).
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July 2020 – with the cancellation of VT100, I decided to run
100 miles from my house for #myVT100. (My watch read
100.00 miles!) I was fortunate to have the company and support of numerous community runners to help me finish! Also
fundraised over $10,000 for Vermont Adaptive along the way,
which kept me going in the tough moments.
[Continued next page]
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Fall 2020 – split my running time with plenty of
biking (as I injured my
Achilles during the Long
Trail Challenge). Found a
love for gravel riding (and
plenty of gravel roads
near me to enjoy!), but
also appreciated running
through the fall foliage.

Winter 2021 – Got in
more snowshoe running
than I have in years
thanks to the great snow
this winter! Amazing that
even with travel restrictions, there is a local
bounty of snow!

August 2020 – Completed the Vermont Long Trail Challenge,
which included 273 miles and 65,370 feet of climbing in just
over 3 weeks. Got in plenty of miles at Mt. Tom (pictured), Mt.
Toby and Sugarloaf Mountain. Was the first time I ever had
elevation goals on runs (i.e., trying to get in 3000+ feet of
climbing on a run).

All of 2020 (and into 2021) – My husband and I got way too
much entertainment from our two kitty cats… sad but true.
They constantly make us laugh!
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Winter 2021 – Grateful
for the opportunity to get
in cross training, both due
to the tremendous snow
but also due to no impending races to gear up
for (yet). Pictured here
with Abby Mahoney.

Who knows what the
next year will bring…
likely as many changes
and challenges as the
past year. But I’m hopeful for a similar number of successes and unexpected
joys throughout the year.
Amy is a SMAC member from South Deerfield. (e-mail)
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Race Report

My Timely 2000 Dan Barry 5-Mile Race Report
by Ben Bensen
[Author’s caveat: For the issue prior to this, our esteemed
editor offered (as a possible theme for articles) something
along the lines of “Great moments of one’s running career,
not necessarily triumphs or PRs.” That was not Ben’s exact
wording, but this story idea seemed utterly appropriate, to
me at least. I planned to write it right away. I didn’t. And so,
it appears here, at last, for reasons which couldn’t be more
metaphorically appropriate.]

The Dan Barry Five Mile race used to be the Lions’ Club
Hatfield Five Miler, and I’ve run it in both editions, always
enjoying a good story or two to take home with a full stomach as well as a sack of potatoes. I wish I could say that I’ve
run it forever, but my t-shirt collection proves otherwise. Still,
why did it ever take me so long to find it?
Having newly rejoined SMAC (before 9/11? Coulda happened!), I heard word of this great, “fast, flat five miler”
down in Hatfield and decided to enter. I had a lot to learn or
re-learn at the time, but there were then two salient considerations that I was slow to grasp the importance of.

and, since I hadn’t entered in advance didn’t have a race
number or safety pins, so there was something of a scramble
to get me from my car to the starting area. So there, while I
clenched my fee in my teeth and desperately tried to tie my
shoes properly on the first go, I was passed by the entire field.
It was, after all, starting time.
To make a long story slightly shorter, I managed to catch
up with some. I didn’t come in last, but I didn’t come in first
either (it’s been a long time since that happened anywhere). I
didn’t even recalculate my finish time, dropping forty-five
seconds or so off my official finish to get my “real” time. What
was important was, I did make it.
Moral of the story? It’s not all that important to be early.
On the other hand, it doesn’t pay to wait ‘til the last minute.
I’ve done both; I know.
*****
Ben Bensen is a SMAC member from Deerfield,
and a famous former editor of The Sugarloaf Sun! (e-mail)

First, not as many races happened on Saturday, then or
since, as take place on Sunday. Second, the general public is
almost uniformly unaware of running events, even those that
are carefully planned and publicized well in advance, unless
stopped in traffic, diverted, or otherwise inconvenienced.
Which explains why, wandering the metropolis of downtown Hatfield on (probably) the first Saturday in November of
the twenty-first century, I couldn’t find a soul who’d heard of
this race. Not many souls at all, in fact, but I finally met someone who suggested that I “look out at the Pavillion” and so, I
did. Somehow, probably right then and there, I discovered
that the race was on Sunday. Oh well; my bad.

Having clarified the venue, and being eager now to run, I
managed to mismanage the next day’s drive from Deerfield
to Hatfield, and arrived with perhaps a couple of minutes to
spare. I was glad to see that there was (there always is) plenty of parking. However, because it was a beautiful day, as
good a day for racing as days can get, all the convenient parking was taken. Furthermore, I wasn’t fully shod for the event,
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The author (on right) communing with nature.
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Flash SMAC

Five Years Ago at the Races… Early 2016 race photos in Amherst, Greenfield, and Holyoke (by Ben Kimball)

Tom Van den Broeck Raffensperger

Amy Rusiecki

Brenda “The Ribbon” Fortin

Michelle Dwyer (left)

Leapy McBolt!

Gina Vanasse & Francia Wisnewski

Pete Kakos

Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger

Ray Willis

Alex Wirth-Cauchon
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Paul Peele

Keith Streeter
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Formal Wear

^

Graphic design work by Amy Schmidt Bowse
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Parting Shot

Morning Over Whoville

Runner Matt Lepine moves through the morning mist by headlamp on Mt. Tom in Easthampton (photo by Audra McGee)

A proud member of

Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership for 2021

(and please send YOUR contributions for inclusion in future issues of The Sun!)
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